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Approaching your relative—How we can help 

Making the decision to establish contact with a relative is very personal.  It’s a decision which you may 
have considered at various times for many years.  It’s normal for this decision to raise a whole range of 
emotions and questions.  At Jigsaw Qld we often hear anxieties around some of these questions: 
 What if they don’t want to know me?  How will I 

cope with the loss the second time? 
 What if they don’t know they were adopted? 
 Will my approach be intrusive?  I don’t want to 

cause any disruption to their lives. 
 It’s possible they haven’t told anyone about the 

adoption.  What happens if someone else opens 
my letter? 

 I’ve thought about this person for decades – 
what if they turn out to be the complete oppo-
site to what I expected? 

 I just want to establish contact. What if their ex-
pectations around contact are different to mine? 

 Making this decision has been difficult because I 
feel like I am being disloyal to my adoptive par-
ents.  How can I do this without causing any up-
set for my adoptive parents? 

 How do I approach my birth father when I’ve 
been told he didn’t know about my birth or the 
pregnancy? 

 What if she willingly gave me up and the adop-
tion wasn’t forced? 

 How do I deal with any anger they may feel to-
wards me about the adoption? 

 
The experience of adoption is often associated with feelings around loss and loss of control.  These feel-
ings may come to the surface during your decision to make contact with your relative and may play an 
important role in deciding which approach you take.  Regardless of how you choose to approach your 
relative, it is important that you have support available to you to openly discuss how you are feeling and 
to share your anxieties around the approach.   
 
If you choose to manage your own approach to your relative, Jigsaw Qld can assist in a number of ways: 
 Providing advice and emotional support during the outreach process 
 Preparing you for contact including exploring your expectations and possible outcomes  
 Giving information and feedback on the drafting of the first letter   
 (Optional) Including Jigsaw’s number on the initial letter which provides your relative with the op-

tion of calling and receiving support from adoption professionals 
 Jigsaw QLD Support Group meetings to share and hear about other people’s experiences with out-

reaches 
If you choose to use Jigsaw Qld to approach your relative we appreciate that this is your journey so you 
are in control of decisions surrounding contact.  Our process is very transparent.  We regularly consult 
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with you and keep you updated throughout each step of the journey.  We also provide emotional support 
during this stage.  Once we have completed the search stage we then: 

 
1) Write a standard letter which doesn’t include any identifying information about you or make 

mention of the adoption.  The reason we do this is because we want to protect both your privacy 
and the privacy of the person we are approaching.  So this first stage is focused on establishing 
that we have the right person.  If the person we are outreaching to is elderly we may choose to 
telephone them instead of sending them our letter.  This is because we want to minimise any 
possible alarm they may experience by receiving a “strange letter”.   

 
2) Before we send the above letter to your relative we usually like to have your first letter and any pho-

tographs ready so that we can tell them that we have that and ask their permission to send it on to 
them.  This is actually a really important part of the process because it helps counter any anxiety or 
reluctance your relative might be experiencing.   

 
3) We will also ask you what information you would like us to share about you with your relative when 

they respond.  We don’t share any information with them without your permission.  However they 
will want to know some basics.  We also check with you if you have any vital questions you would 
like us to ask during this first contact. 

 
4) Our experience at Jigsaw QLD is that people express a range of emotions when they call in response 

to receiving our letter.  The staff at Jigsaw QLD are well trained in providing support to relatives 
who have been approached, particularly in reassuring them around any anxieties they may be ex-
periencing.  We also reassure them that their decisions about the pace and nature of contact will 
be respected and they will not be pressured.  We experience a range of responses when contacting 
a relative and the Jigsaw team are skilled in dealing sensitively with these issues: 

 
 Some people can be very excited and want immediate contact.  This may be confronting for you 

even though you have been wanting contact.  
 Some people are reluctant and suspicious about what you are seeking  and there may even be wor-

ries about claims on their estate. 
 Some people are overwhelmed by emotions related to the adoption and possible  past trauma.  
 Some people will be will be very fearful because their family do not know about the adoption and 

they do not want them to find out after so many years of secrecy and the associated shame. 
 There may also be the possibility of unexpected and sometimes distressing family information that 

they are worried about sharing.  
 Occasionally some people we contact do not know they were adopted and this is shocking for them.   
 Some people may deny that they are the person we are seeking. 
 A father may have not known there was a pregnancy or adoption and may struggle with this infor-

mation.  
 

5) If your relative is happy to have contact we ask permission to forward your first letter to them.  Ex-
changing letters at the beginning is a good way to slowly build a relationship and gives both parties 
the chance to deal with the complex and sometimes confusing reactions that can arise.  After a pe-
riod of exchanging letters or emails you will be better informed to make the decision about when 
telephone or face-to-face contact takes place. 

 
6) During the first stages of contact Jigsaw QLD will follow up with you and your relative to provide 

support as you build the relationship.  Some issues that may arise include: 
 

 Different expectations (for example, one party wanting more frequent and/or closer contact than 
the other party). 
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 Processing the differences between fantasy and reality and the loss associated with this. 
 Overwhelming and confusing emotions including anxiety, grief, guilt, anger which can interfere with 

the relationship. 
 Heightened sensitivity and vulnerability can result in misunderstandings. 
 Different communications styles and personality differences can impact on the relationship building.   
 Dealing with ongoing secrecy.  
 Reactions of other family members to this new relationship. 
 Preoccupation with the new relationship to the exclusion of other relationships and life roles.  
 Very rarely there can occur a physical attraction towards your relative.  (If this occurs it is recom-

mended that you talk this through with one of the Jigsaw team.) 
 Deciding how many members of the family are included during this early stage of contact 
 Negotiating roles and what names to call each other.  
 

7) When arranging your first face to face meeting you should consider: 
 A location that is neutral, quiet and somewhat private where both parties feel comfortable and not 

embarrassed if they get emotional.  
 Who should attend this meeting?  We generally recommend that you keep attendance at this first 

meeting to a minimum which may also include a support person for each of you.  
 

8) Building a relationship takes time, effort, openness, patience and acceptance. This relationship can be 
more complex because of the heightened and deep emotions involved related to the adoption expe-
rience. We encourage you to seek support at any stage as the relationship progresses and is impact-
ed by other life events.      
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